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The quasi-elastic scattering ofa secondary。He beam (25MeV／n)on a。Be target has been measured for the first 
time with the application of a sophisticated tracking detector system ．The angular distribution is reported．A 

phenomenological optical potential is obtained by fitting the experimental data，which encourages more accurate 

experimentalmeas urem ents． 

PACS：25．60．Bx．24．10．Ht 

Nuclear reactions using secondary radioactive 

beams have opened a new possibility for studying the 

structure of exotic nuclei far away from the 一decay 

stability line．Neutron halos and skins have been dis— 

coVered in several neutron-rich nuclei such as l1 Li and 

6He through the measurements of the interaction cross 

sections[1 J and the momentunl distributions of the pro- 

ectile fragments． The density distributions of these 

nuclei were determined from the energy and the tar— 

get mass dependence of the interaction cross section． 

In recent years there have been more and more mea- 

sur ements of the angular distributions in order to fur— 

ther understand the characteristics of the skin and 

halo nuclei．[41 Here we report on the measurements of 

the differential cross sections of 6He+9Be quasi-elastic 

scattering．These data are expected to provide a more 

detailed view of the structure of the neutron skin as 

well as the optica1 models． 

The experiment was performed with a radioac— 

tive ion beam 1ine[5 J(RIBLL)that was built up at 

the Heavy Ion Research Facility fHIRFL)in Lanzhou． 
Tlle secondary beam of 6He was produced by fragmen- 

tation of a 50 MeV／n¨C primary beam，provided by 
HIRFL，on a 3000 m thick Be production target and 

separated by the RIBLL．The resulting beam of 6He 

had an average energy of 25 MeV／n．Tlle purity of He 
was about 48％，mixed with 30％ 0Be，21％ He and 

a minority of others．The intensity of the secondary 

beams was about 2000 pps．After various cuts．the 6He 

particle rate incident on the target Was only 100 pps 

on average． 

The momentum acceptance of the RIBLL was ap— 

proximately 5％，leading to a beam spot that was 
about 100 mm in the horizontal direction and 70 mm 

in the perpendicular direction． In order to achieve 

the required angular resolution．we used a detec- 

tion system that may reconstruct the track of each 

incident particle， as well as each scattered parti- 

cle． A schematic view of the experimental set—up is 

shown in Fig．1．The upstream detection system con- 

sisted of two plastic scintillators(T1 and T2)and 
two 1ow—pressur e multiwire proportional chamberst~J 

fLPMWPC1 and LPMWPC2)．An incident particle 
was identified bv its time-of-flight between T1 and T2 

and its energy loss was in T2． Then the incident 

angle and position were determined by the LPMW — 

PCs． The latter had a position resolution smaller 

than 1 mm in the x—or y-directions，an active area of 

70 x 70 mm and a detection e伍ciency for He isotopes 

higher than 95％．The 0Be target of 200 m thickness 

and 30× 30mm effective area was set down to the 

stream of LPMWPCs．Six telescopes(Tel1—6)(each 
of which consisted of a position sensitive silicon detec— 

tor fPSSD)1。a large．area Si detector and a CsI scin- 
tillation detector were installed on both sides of the 

beam line covering the angles of 8。一 19。．26。一 37。to 

42。一55。in the 1aboratory system．Scattered particles 

were identified by the AE —E technique，an example 

of which is shown in Fig．2．The PSSD position resolu- 

tion is 2．6 mm in both the x—and y-directions．【 J The 

geometrica1 emciency of the system was determined 

by a Monte Carlo simulation that takes into account 

the beam profiles and the geometry of the telescopes． 
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Fig．1．Experimental set-up of the system 
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Fig-2· Two-dimensional plot(△Epsd versus EcsI)oh- 
tained with 1 13． 

The analysis of trajectories consisted of a few 
steps．Firstly,the incident particle direction was de_ 

termined as the straight line passing through the two 

LPMW PCs and tracked on to the target．Secondly, 

the direction of the scattered particle was determined 

as the straight line passing through the point of im— 

pact of the incident beam on the target and the pc— 

sition at PSSD．Thirdly,the scattering angle which 

was the angle between the above-defined incident and 

outgoing directions was calculated．The position reso— 

lutions and calibrations of the various detectors led to 

an error of the cm scattering angle in the forward di— 

rection not exceeding 士4。．The determination of the 

number of incident particles depended on the applica- 

tion of the scalars of LPMW PCs．L6] 

Angular distributions for quasi—elastic scattering of 

He from a 9Be target measured in the present experi- 

ment are shown in Fig．3．The indicated error bars are 

statistical only．The flattening of the structure of the 

angular distribution was a result of the use of a thick 

target，the limited angular resolution and the lack of 

separation between elastic and inelastic scattering． 

The analysis of the scattering angular distribution 

was carried out in the framework of the conventional 

optical model by using the standard Wl0ods-Saxon pc— 

tentia】 

(r)=Yc。 l(r)一 (r)一i 加 (r) (1) 

where fv(r) = 1／(1+exp(r—R )／av]) and 
fw(r)= 1／(1+exp[r—Rw)／0 ])with R = 

rvA~／。，Rw=?’ A 。，and Vco ul was the Coulomb 
potential of the uniformly charged sphere． The pc— 

tentia1 parameters V， ，r ，r ，av and aw were 

adjusted to fit the experimental data． The results 
obtained are V = 44．18MeV W = 39．76MeV， 

rv = 2．528fm． 

aw = 0．3114fm 

Fig．3． 
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rw = 1．261 fm． 

The calculation 

av = 1．334fm． 

is also shown in 

0 (deg) 

Fig．3． Experimental data of angular distribution 

(squares)and optical model calculations(solid line)of。He 
elastic scattering． 

In view of the optical potential parameters．rel— 

atively large rv and av are necessary to reach the 

large cross section at small angles．This anomaly ef_ 

fect might be related to the exotic structure of He．ISJ 

Still，it is too early to draw any conclusion due to the 

lack of accuracy of the experimental data．In particu- 

lar，data at smaller angles with high angular and sta- 

tistical accur acy are needed to determine the real part 

of the optical potentia1．It is clear that the cur rent re- 

sults encour age more experimental effort to measure 

the angular distributions of the scattering and reac— 

tion of exotic nuclei． 

In summary,we have developed a sophisticated de- 

tection system and have applied it，for the first time， 

to measure the elastic—scattering cross sections of an- 

stable nuclei He on a Be target．0ptical potentials 

were obtained by fitting the experimental data，which 

encour ages more accur ate and more complete mea- 

surem ents． 

、Ve would like to thank the HIRFL and R工BLL 

staft for their excellent work dur ing the experiment in 

providing the beam and much other support． 
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